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LESSON

Teacher Guide

Figures of speech in action

In this lesson, we revise all the figures of speech we have discussed so far, and add one more: rhyme. It is very
important that you are comfortable with all these terms as well as their definitions in order to spot them in class
work and examinations. However, it is even more important that you can apply your knowledge. This means that
you must not only be able to identify the different figures of speech, but you must also be able to interpret them
and decide whether they were used effectively in the context.

Lesson Outcomes



By the end of this lesson, you should be able to:
• identify, and discuss figures of speech in context
• identify examples of internal and external rhyme

Lesson notes

If you can use figurative language that makes readers
or listeners think more carefully about what is being
said, your creative writing and speeches will be more
effective. Always remember that figures of speech
should cause words and images to come alive for
the reader or listener. Also remember that you must
always look at the context of the words to determine
whether or not they were meant to be interpreted
figuratively.
Examples:
This headline does not
necessarily mean that the
plumber is about to drown; it
could just as easily have the
figurative meaning that he is in a
lot of trouble for some reason.

This title employs alliteration. The
harsh “t” sound has been repeated
in Task Trouble. It should be obvious
that no jungle has a heart, only
human beings do. This is an example
of personification.

This headline could mean either a
person getting drunk or a person being
involved in a car crash. The headline
comes from a campaign to discourage
people from driving when they are
drunk. Therefore, we understand that
the advertisers intended this line to have both a literal
and a figurative meaning. They are trying to say that, if
you get drunk and decide to drive,

Curriculum Links

LO 4: Language
• use a range of figurative language such as
idiom, idiomatic expressions and proverbs with
developing appropriateness
LO 2: Reading and viewing
• recognise that verse and stanza forms, rhyme,
rhythm and punctuation affect meaning (linked to
task)

the likely consequence is that you will be involved in a
car accident. This advert also has a slogan: “Drive Alive
– Say no Way”. Because both the vowel sounds are long,
we are forced to say the words slowly. By slowing down
the pace of the slogan the assonance is used to compel
the reader to think carefully about the message.
Rhyme is used when two or more words have a
similar sound.
We distinguish between two types of rhyme, depending
on where in the sentence the rhyme occurs:
• External rhyme – rhyme that occurs at the end of
a line
• Internal rhyme – rhyme that occurs within a line.
Example:
Ring-a-ring-a rosies
A pocket full of posies
Atishoo; Atishoo
We all fall down
Clearly “rosies” rhymes with “posies” and “all” rhymes
with “fall”. “Rosies” and “posies” is an example of
external rhyme as the words come at the end of the
first two lines. “All” and “fall” is an example of internal
rhyme as the words appear in the middle of a line.

?

TASK

Find the rhyme in the following, and then discuss
its effectiveness:
O what is that sound which so thrills the ear
Down in the valley drumming, drumming?
Only the scarlet soldiers, dear,
The soldiers coming.
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